ASSETSGAME® is played on a table with 4 participants, each one with a different role. It is recommended to have 4 tables in such a way that the different teams can interact and compete with each other.

Each participant performs a role in management: maintenance, operational, material and finance. They have to manage the assets over their life cycles. This implicates in balances and “trade-offs”, production vs time for maintenance with limited resources for planned and reactive maintenance tasks, and also the level and value of the store room of spare parts. For each decision, the cost and risk management is essential to create value to the organization.

ASSETSGAME® simulates the life of a production plant and/or the infrastructure assets and put the participants in front of decisions to improve the plant performance and create value for the company thanks to the asset management. This game quickly demonstrates the concepts and principles of the Asset Management.

OBJECTIVE
Through the use of ASSETSGAME®, participants learn in one day how an Asset Management program benefits an organization and the changes that are needed to achieve success.

THE GAME
ASSETSGAME® simulates the life of a production plant and/or the infrastructure assets and put the participants in front of decisions to improve the plant performance and create value for the company thanks to the asset management. This game quickly demonstrates the concepts and principles of the Asset Management.
Each participant practises the concepts and principles of asset management and they can see by financial results of their plant that a solid strategy creates value thanks to an effective management of:

- Risks
- Planned and reactive activities
- Spare parts
- Aging assets
- Resource allocation
- Team work

ASSETSGAME® highlights the benefits of a team approach in contrast to individual and in silos ones when there are decisions to be made. The alignment is essential in each initiative in order to administrate the changes inside the teams during a decision-making to implement a asset management strategy.

During the course of the day, we have debriefing moments that enable specific analyses on the events of the game and / or the specific methods and tools of Asset Management.

WHAT DO YOU LEARN BY PLAYING ASSETSGAME®?

- Departure point for a change management
- Plant initiative support
- Integral part of the global strategy of asset management
- Introduction to ISO 55000

HOW IS ASSETSGAME® USED?

- Training programs in companies
- Consolidation of team work
- Departure point for a change management
- Plant initiative support
- Integral part of the global strategy of asset management
- Introduction to ISO 55000

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

All the people related to the asset management in the company, such as directors of a plant and / or infrastructure, the responsibles of operations and maintenance, operational supervisors, maintenance supervisors, plannners, inventory managers, operators, maintenance technicians, storekeepers, HR managers, procurement managers and financial directors.

ASSETSMAN recommends that all functions of the organization take part in the game in order to develop a structure of common reference about the strategy of asset management and to consolidate team work.

Contact ASSETSMAN to organize an ASSETSGAME event in your company
Tel +33 (0)1 39 50 79 48 or by e-mail : info@assetsman.com
www.assetsman-assetsgame.com